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of the globe] 
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[The 
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hard] 
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[repeatedly 
forcing the hand 
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book 
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[In 
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appears] 
[they are 
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in autumn] 
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beyond] 
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types perhaps] 
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[They 
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field] 
[making a 
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author's note 
This passage is excerpted from a longer book-length poem titled Voyager, which takes 
the form of a sequence of three erasures of Kurt Waldheim's memoir In the Eye of the 
Storm. (Waldheim served as Secretary General of the UN from 1971 to 1982; shortly 
thereafter, several prominent Holocaust researchers accused him of collaboration in 
war crimes committed while he served as an SS officer in Hitler's Wehrmacht during 
the Second World War) The passage excerpted here is an erasure of Chapter is of 
Waldheim's text in its entirety, preserving the lacunae in the source text that resulted 
from the compositional process. 
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